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When Germany elected a new government on 27 September 2009, it did so not with an eye to the party,
economic, or political successes of the previous sixty years. Rather, the election displayed a startling realign-
ment of the party system. This election, occurring as it did in the middle of a celebration of sixty years of the
Federal Republic of Germany, can perhaps be seen as the beginning of a new period of German politics,
and its impact on transatlantic relations will continue to be seen.  The American Institute for Contemporary
German Studies (AICGS) is pleased to provide new analysis not only on an historic milestone, but also on
Germany’s way forward in the twenty-first century.

The essays in this edited volume look at the political, the economic, and the transatlantic developments and
consequences of the 2009 German election.  In his essay on “The Decline of the Volksparteien,” Jörg
Siegmund addresses the significant losses experienced by the SPD and CDU/CSU in 2009, the increasing
fragmentation of the party system, and whether the changes seen in 2009 are cause for concern or are exam-
ples of the stability of German democracy.  Olaf Gersemann looks at the economic situation leading up to
the election of a center-right governing coalition, what steps the new government will need to take in its
recovery efforts, and whether Angela Merkel can live up to the challenge.  Fiscal federalism and reforming
the economic system within a complex political system are the topic of Beate Jochimsen’s essay on “The
German Fiscal Federal System: Status Quo, Imminent Challenges, and Plans of the New Government.”  Finally,
Karen Donfried turns to the transatlantic aspect of the German election, examining the Obama administra-
tion’s expectations of the new coalition in Berlin.

AICGS is very grateful to the Transatlantik-Programm der Bundesregierung der Bundesrepublik Deutschland
aus Mitteln des European Recovery Program (ERP) des Bundesministeriums für Wirtschaft und Technologie
(BMWi) for its generous support of AICGS’ project on “60 Years Federal Republic of Germany: Rebuilt,
Reunified, Revitalized?”. The project is also supported by the Draeger Foundation and by the AICGS Business
& Economics and Foreign & Domestic Policy Programs. Additionally, AICGS would like to thank Kirsten
Verclas, Research Associate, and Jessica Riester, Research Program and Publications Coordinator, for their
work in implementing the project and editing this publication. 

Jackson Janes
Executive Director
AICGS
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VolKsParteIen



1. The Role of the Volksparteien in
German Politics

Henning Scherf, a former SPD Mayor of Bremen,
published an article in the Süddeutsche Zeitung on
2 October 2009 in which he expressed his concerns
for the German political system in light of the decline
of the Volksparteien in September’s general elec-
tion.1 He labeled these once-big parties as a “virtue
per se,” valuing them as necessary for the functioning
and stability of Germany’s political system. Scherf
demonstrated how deeply he is worried about the
current situation, particularly for the SPD, by referring
several times in his article to the Weimar Republic
and the fate of its party system that had quickly
degenerated, thereby contributing to the collapse of
Germany’s first democracy. The perception that
strong and influential catch-all parties are essential for
the survival of our political system is indeed very wide-
spread throughout the country. As the Economist
noticed earlier this year: “If the Volksparteien are in
trouble, Germans fear democracy may be too.”2

A Volkspartei can be defined as a party that attempts
to attract people regardless of their social back-
ground, religion, or ideology. Therefore, it is the oppo-
site of any single-issue party or a party addressing
exclusively the interests of a certain class or faction
within society. In order to be able to attract as many
voters as possible, a Volkspartei is characterized by
a rather non-specific party platform and needs to care
for the internal balancing of quite diverse interests of
its members. In addition, the term Volkspartei is
usually reserved for those parties that can actually rely
on a broad electorate, meaning that only the bigger
parties are labeled as such. Nonetheless, there is no

specific threshold in terms of a certain share of votes
that must be won. In Germany, both the CDU/CSU
and the SPD are traditionally identified as
Volksparteien.

In the aftermath of the 2009 election, public attention
has primarily focused on the SPD’s debacle.
However, the CDU and its Bavarian counterpart, the
CSU,3 have also lost much support in the electorate
and are, at least in the long run, similarly in jeopardy
of losing their status as Volksparteien.

This essay will, first, provide some empirical data that
clearly highlight the decline of these parties. Although
the focal point is the 2009 federal election, some
long-term developments in the German party system
are also taken into account. These developments
should demonstrate that the decay of the formerly
dominant parties in fact began several years ago.
Second, the article will reflect key reasons for these
changes in the party system. And third, some crucial
questions will be briefly addressed: What are the
expected consequences of the decline of the
Volksparteien for Germany’s political system? Do we
have to fear political instability? And does it make
any difference at all?

2. The Election Results

Table 1 reflects the share of the valid second votes
that the different parties won in the 2009 election.
The second votes were chosen because they alone
determine the share of seats a party gets in the
Bundestag (except for the infamous Überhangman-
date, or surplus seats). In addition, the gains and
losses in relation to the previous Bundestag election
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held in 2005 are also shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1: FEDERAL RESULT OF THE ELECTION TO
THE BUNDESTAG 2009

Source: www.bundeswahlleiter.de 
(17 November 2009)

These data provide a first impression of the heavy
losses suffered by the SPD. On the other hand, the
real magnitude of the poor results for both big parties
can be determined only if we look at these numbers
from a historical perspective. In 2009, it was the first
time:

 since 1949 that the strongest party got as low as
33.8 percent of the second vote;

 in any Bundestag election that the second
strongest party got less than 25 percent of the
second vote; and

 in any Bundestag election that a single party lost
more than 10 percentage points compared to the
previous election.

In other words, the result for the SPD was its worst
performance ever after World War II. Its conservative
opponent, the CDU/CSU, did only slightly better—in
only one election, in 1949, did it receive a smaller
share of votes than it did this year. And it has never
happened in postwar Germany that both big parties

have combined for less than 60 percent of the second
votes. In fact, in the 1970s these two parties alone
attracted so much electorate support that the party
system more and more resembled the British or the
American one—despite an electoral system of
proportional representation, Germany seemed to be
on its way to a two-party system. Support for both the
SPD and the CDU/CSU reached an all time high in
the 1976 election with 91.2 percent of the second
votes cast for these two parties. In sharp contrast, the
Volksparteien received merely 56.8 percent in 2009.

As Figure 1 shows, the decline of the Volksparteien
is a rather long-term trend. It started right after the
aforementioned 1976 election and was particularly
accelerated by the appearance of two new parties,
i.e., the Greens in the 1980s and Die Linke (the Left
Party) after German reunification.

FIGURE 1: ELECTION RESULTS, 1969-2009
(SECOND VOTES IN %)

Source: www.bundeswahlleiter.de 
(17 November 2009)

However, this perspective is somehow misleading as
it only takes into account the share of valid second
votes and, therefore, depends on the turnout and the
performance of the remaining parties as well. Thus, a
party’s support in society is better represented by the
total number of votes it gets in an election. If we look
at these figures for both the Social Democrats and the
CDU/CSU in every Bundestag election since 1990,
the decline of these parties becomes even more
apparent. The year 1990 was chosen as a starting
point here because the number of those entitled to
vote grew significantly due to reunification; it would be
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Party
Second
Votes:

Percent

Second Votes: 
Difference from 

2005 in 
percentage points

CDU/CSU 33.8 -1.4

SPD 23.0 -11.2

FDP 14.6 4.7

Left Party 11.9 3.2

Greens 10.7 2.6

Others 6.0 2.1
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more difficult to draw a comparison to previous elec-
tions that took place only in former West Germany. As
Figure 2 shows, the SPD has lost more than half of
its voters since 1998 when slightly more than 20
million Germans cast their ballots for the center-left
party and thereby secured Gerhard Schröder’s victory
over Helmut Kohl. Similarly, the number of CDU/CSU
voters has dropped by more than a quarter since
1990 when these center-right parties also received
more than 20 million votes and could, quite to the
consternation of the majority of those living in the
western parts of the country who favored a replace-
ment of Chancellor Kohl, continue their coalition
government with the FDP.

FIGURE 2: ABSOLUTE NUMBER OF SECOND
VOTES, 1990-2009

Source: www.bundeswahlleiter.de 
(17 November 2009)

To add just another perspective on the deteriorating
support for the Volksparteien in German society, one
may look at how their membership levels have fluctu-
ated since reunification. The data provided in Figure
3 emphasize again the parties’ weakened positions as
the number of party members has decreased dramat-
ically since 1990. As far as the SPD is concerned, its
membership has declined almost by half in the last
nineteen years, from 943,000 to 521,000 at the end
of 2008. The CDU/CSU also had to deal with a
continuing slide in numbers, losing roughly 30
percent of its 976,000 members since 1990. For
both parties, the consequences of this blood-letting
are fairly comprehensive: fewer members not only
mean less revenue from membership fees, but also
fewer volunteers to assist in future election

campaigns, less activism at the grassroots level of
society and, therefore, fewer opportunities to get into
direct contact with potential voters. A map depicting
the current local branches or committees of the SPD
would, for example, contain a lot of white spots in the
southern part of Germany where the Social
Democrats are no longer present. All in all, this is an
unsatisfactory prospect for the parties under review
here.

FIGURE 3: NUMBER OF PARTY MEMBERS, 1990-
2008

Source: www.polsoz.fu-berlin.de/polwiss/
forschung/systeme/empsoz/schriften/Arbeitshefte/
ahosz15.pdf (16 November 2009)

Coming back to the 2009 election and the heavy
losses of the SPD and, to a lesser extent, the
CDU/CSU, the question arises: Where have all their
votes gone? At this point, a clear distinction has to be
made between both parties. As Figure 4 indicates, the
SPD lost a large amount of voters to every other
competitor, no matter if right or left, in the political
arena. On the one hand, 1.05 million votes went to the
center-right parties, but 1.49 million defectors turned
to the Greens and the Left Party. The largest drain of
votes occurred, however, to the camp of nonvoters—
more than 1.6 million former SPD supporters
abstained completely from voting in this year’s elec-
tion.
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FIGURE 4: VOTER MIGRATION FOR THE SPD, 2009

Source: http://wahlarchiv.tagesschau.de/wahlen/
2009-09-27-BT-DE/analyse-wanderung.shtml 
(15 November 2009)

The above picture of voter migration emphasizes why
it will be very difficult for the Social Democrats to
regain their former strength in the electorate or to
come at least somewhat close to their performance in
past elections. First, this voter migration is hinting at
the SPD’s positioning in the political center over the
last few years and gives an impression of the hetero-
geneity of the party’s supporters. Second, once the
appeal of such a party in the center of the political
spectrum has deteriorated, it proves extremely difficult
to resist the centrifugal forces that very likely will tear
apart its electorate. And any adjustment to the party’s
programmatic profile in order to retrieve lost members
will inevitably alienate others even further from the
party. Therefore, the SPD will most probably focus on
nonvoters. Mobilizing nonvoters in future elections
will not necessarily cause SPD voters to defect to
other parties at the same time. However, the ability to
effectively mobilize support relies either on a strong
representation at the grassroots level or the imple-
mentation of modern campaign techniques that
enable fast, simultaneous, and inexpensive communi-
cation with a broad audience even on a non face-to-
face basis. On both counts, the SPD does not seem
well prepared at the moment.

In comparison to the SPD, the CDU/CSU is in a much
more comfortable situation. Although the
Conservatives in fact lost some 2.3 million voters, the
majority of these cast their ballots for the FDP in
2009, which still provided for a victory for the center-

right camp. Another faction of former CDU/CSU
members simply abstained from voting, and only very
few defected to the left of the political spectrum (see
Figure 5).

FIGURE 5: VOTER MIGRATION FOR THE CDU/CSU,
2009

Source:  http://wahlarchiv.tagesschau.de/wahlen/
2009-09-27-BT-DE/analyse-wanderung.shtml 
(15 November 2009)

From this perspective, it should not be too difficult for
the center-right parties to both recover the support of
some of the current FDP voters and mobilize those
who this time refrained from voting at all. There are
good reasons to assume that many who opted for the
Free Democrats this time did so because they
distinctly disliked the Grand Coalition that had run the
country since 2005. Meeting the expectations of
these voters for a less social democratic, more
liberal—in the economic and civil rights meaning of
the word—approach to politics should be a manage-
able task. Nonetheless, it is difficult to predict what
would happen if a markedly conservative party
emerged some day at the right end of the political
spectrum, being in a way the counterpart of the Left
Party. As the last state level election in Bavaria has
shown in 2008, more competition in the conservative
camp can massively threaten even the position of the
long-undisputed CSU. A rather small and organiza-
tionally weak political association called Freie Wähler
(Independent Voters), which had been involved
primarily in local politics to date, was able to address
the widespread displeasure with both the political
decisions taken by the party’s leadership and the
leaders themselves of the CSU, securing 10.2
percent of the vote for the Freie Wähler and
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converting it into the third largest parliamentary group
in the newly elected Landtag. The Freie Wähler
present themselves as an association that cares
primarily for the “man on the street,” pursuing a rather
conservative agenda and focusing on topics like
education policy or the promotion of small and
medium-sized businesses. For many reasons—
namely, the lack of an organizational structure at the
national level, a coherent program, sufficient repre-
sentation in many regions, and, above all, the will of
its most influential leaders—the Freie Wähler did not
stand for election to the Bundestag this time. But
there is a chance that they will do so in 2013,
imposing additional pressure on the CDU/CSU.

Up to now, this essay’s focus was on the national
level. However, the 2009 election results differed
quite impressively throughout the country in some
respect, and therefore it is worthwhile to take a look
at the regional outcomes. Figure 6 contains three
charts; from left to right they show the share of
second votes won by the CDU/CSU, the SPD, and
the Left Party in the individual constituencies. The
darker the color, the more successful the party was.
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FIGURE 6: REGIONAL STRENGTH OF CDU/CSU, SPD, AND LEFT PARTY 2009 (FROM LEFT TO RIGHT;
SECOND VOTES IN %)

Although this essay focuses on the SPD and the
CDU/CSU, it does not require much imagination to
understand why one must also glance briefly at the
Left Party at this point. In the eastern states, this party
could in fact claim to be a Volkspartei, as they got
28.5 percent on average in the territory of the former
GDR and are the second largest party there, only
narrowly defeated by the CDU (see Table 2). And in
two of these states, Saxony-Anhalt and Brandenburg,
the Left Party has outperformed all other parties in the
last election, obtaining as much as 32.4 percent and
28.5 percent of the second votes, respectively. In the

western states, the party did not come anywhere near
this success. Its best result was in Saarland (21.2
percent of second votes) where the current party’s
co-chairman Oskar Lafontaine was prime minister for
the SPD between 1985 and 1998. On the other
hand, the Left Party’s worst result occurred in Bavaria
where it received only 6.5 percent of second votes.

Source: www.bundeswahlleiter.de (17 November 2009)
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TABLE 2: RESULT OF THE ELECTION TO THE
BUNDESTAG 2009 IN WESTERN AND EASTERN
GERMANY

Source: www.bundeswahlleiter.de 
(17 November 2009)

Returning to the SPD, one can certainly identify an
east-west cleavage in the election results as the
average performance in both regions differs notably.
It would, however, be more appropriate to state that
the party was particularly successful—still at a fairly
low level—in the northern or northwestern parts of
Germany, whereas its electoral performance in the
central and southern regions was disastrous. The
SPD has always struggled to gain ground in the
predominantly Catholic south that was characterized
for a long time by more or less rural areas without
much working-class tradition. Although times have
changed, the identification with rather conservative
ideas and their political representatives has not
changed in these regions.

Looking finally at the CDU/CSU, it is difficult to spot
regional differences in the results of the 2009 elec-
tion. One can hardly say that there is an east-west
cleavage any longer, and the most striking regional
variation of the election outcome occurred in Bavaria,
where the CSU received 42.5 percent of the second
votes. This success, compared to the CDU’s perform-
ance throughout the rest of the country, was seen as
a catastrophe by many within the CSU, however, as
the party was accustomed to much better election
results until very recently. In 2005, for instance, they
still got 49.2 percent of the second votes in Bavaria,
and in 2002 the CSU reached a very remarkable 58.6
percent. Still, despite their historic losses, the CSU
helped to secure a somewhat acceptable result for
the center-right parties and for Chancellor Merkel. 

Regional differences do still offer hope for the Social
Democrats. On the same day the Bundestag election
took place, state-level elections to the Landtag were
held in Schleswig-Holstein and Brandenburg and the
results of the latter one are of particular interest. As
voter eligibility regulations for the Bundestag and the
Landtag in Brandenburg are fairly similar, almost the
same people were entitled to vote in both elections
that day. In fact, the number of valid second votes4

cast for the national and the state parliament differed
only very slightly, so one can assume that the same
voters took part in these two polls and differences in
the election outcomes at either level must be attrib-
uted to their individual decision to vote for different
parties. As shown in Figure 7, the SPD performed
much better in the Landtag than in the Bundestag
election, obtaining 33 percent and 25.1 percent
respectively. If this was not remarkable enough, the
SPD improved its share of votes in the Landtag elec-
tion by 1.1 percentage points compared to the 2004
election while in Brandenburg alone they lost 10.7
percentage points in the Bundestag election
compared to the previous one in 2005.

Party
Second Votes:

Western States,
Percent

Second Votes:
Eastern States,

Percent

CDU/CSU 34.6 29.8

SPD 24.1 17.9

FDP 15.4 10.6

Left Party 8.3 28.5

Greens 11.5 6.8

Others 6.1 6.4



FIGURE 7: RESULT OF THE BUNDESTAG AND THE
LANDTAG ELECTIONS IN BRANDENBURG, 2009
(SECOND VOTES IN %)

Source: www.bundeswahlleiter.de 
(17 November 2009)

Why did so many people deliberately support the
SPD as far as the Landtag is concerned but prefer
other parties when electing the Bundestag? How can
these differences be explained? Of course, there is no
single reason, but a few factors that should be
mentioned briefly. First, the candidate: Matthias
Platzeck, Minister-President of Brandenburg since
2002 and chairman of the SPD’s state committee
since 2000, is very popular among his fellow coun-
trymen. In a poll conducted by Infratest dimap only
four days prior to the latest election, 82 percent of the
respondents stated that they were (very) satisfied
with the performance of their minister-president and
91 percent said that they like him personally.5 His
popularity did not diminish even after he resigned the
national leadership of the SPD for health reasons in
April 2006 after only five months in office, nor did it
with his inconclusiveness on with whom to form the
next coalition government in Brandenburg. Platzeck
left it open until after the election whether he would
form a coalition with the CDU or the Left Party, two
very contradicting parties in view of their political
agendas and the leading actors. Yet people trust him
and believe that it is more the minister-president
himself than the actual party composition of his
government that makes the difference. Second, the
competitors: Both the CDU and the Left Party were
hoping to join the next coalition led by the SPD, and
their respective top candidates, two experienced
female politicians, were reluctant to overtly criticize

the minister-president in order to maintain their
chances to be part of his government after the elec-
tion. Third, policy issues: In the poll mentioned above,
the reduction of unemployment, education policy, and
the economy in general were rated as the most urgent
problems. And it was the SPD that people trusted
most to solve these problems, valuing particularly this
party’s agenda in education policy. To sum up, nomi-
nating a popular candidate, focusing on the most
urgent problems, and a favorable environment at the
state level enabled the SPD to win the Landtag elec-
tion in Brandenburg—and to defy the negative trend
that the party was confronted with at the national
level. The results in Brandenburg may be a ray of
hope for the Social Democrats, indicating that they
can win elections against great odds. In the coming
years, the SPD will certainly focus on the states to
regain political power. The bad news is, however, that
there will be elections for only one state legislature in
2010, and this is in North Rhine-Westphalia. At the
moment, the circumstances do not look very favorable
for the SPD there as Minister-President Jürgen
Rüttgers (CDU) has adopted many rather social
democratic positions to solve the pending political
problems, making it very difficult for the SPD to distin-
guish itself as the better option for the state govern-
ment.

3. Long-term and Short-term Effects on
the Electoral Outcome

To explain the changes in the German party system
that have been described so far is a very challenging
task. Of course, there are well-established models
that provide good explanations for the voting behavior
of individual citizens, relying on factors such as the
short-term preferences for certain candidates or a
specific party platform, the long-term effects of party
identification, and so forth. These theoretical
approaches are very meaningful and will not be ques-
tioned here. Nonetheless, the reasons for the decline
of the traditional Volksparteien discussed below will
not strictly be linked to these models or directly
deduced from them; they are rather thought of as an
input for further discussion elsewhere and should not
be read as a conclusive enumeration of all decisive
factors to which the debacle of the SPD and, to a
lesser extent, the CDU/CSU, can be attributed.
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First, one must recognize the structural changes in
German society that have occurred over the last few
decades. In fact, there is a wide range of different
changes such as the diversification and individualiza-
tion process that has affected society as a whole.
Individualization requires that the parties take into
account a much broader spectrum of problems, inter-
ests, and demands—that they cannot cope with a
one-size-fits-all solution. And certainly the diversifi-
cation of society makes it much more difficult for the
so-called catch-all parties to literally catch them all
and to meet the different expectations of potential
voters with a single party platform, no matter how
unspecific this might be. These are challenges for the
Volksparteien, and it seems that they have not yet
found the right answers to address them properly. In
the case of the SPD, this party still advocates prima-
rily the interests of blue and white collar workers, but
finds it rather difficult to deal with the demands of the
non-working poor, those who depend on social trans-
fers and are often left behind with no chance of social
and professional reintegration. The CSU, on the other
hand, admits in the meantime that it has not yet
adjusted sufficiently to the fact that many young
women, the majority well educated, look for a better
reconciliation of work and family life. Even though it
might be impossible for the Volksparteien to
completely assimilate to the complexity and diversity
of a modern society, the SPD and CDU/CSU can
certainly do better than they have up to now.

Second, in addition to the aforementioned structural
changes in German society, some aspects of its polit-
ical culture have altered. Most notably, history and
historical experiences seem to be less influential on
electoral behavior. Thus, the prospect of being poten-
tially governed by a coalition including the Left Party,
an ex-communist party whose members still entertain
much sympathy for the GDR, does not provoke any
dismay or outrage in society on the whole twenty
years after reunification. By and large, Germans have
come to terms with this party, which is no longer seen
as a threat to democracy. A renewal of the infamous
“red socks” campaign—launched by the CDU prior to
the 1994 elections in order to attack potential coali-
tions between the SPD and the PDS, the prede-
cessor of the Left Party—would be a futile effort,
maybe even strengthening the latter in a current elec-
tion. This kind of “normalization” converted the Left

Party into an ordinary competitor for votes at the
particular expense of the SPD.

Third, the electoral success of a party simply depends
to some extent on how many and what kind of parties
stand for election at all. It is certainly easy to under-
stand that for any party it is more difficult to gain the
same share of votes in a system with five parties than
it would have been with only three of them. And the
more these parties resemble each other as far as
policy is concerned, the more difficult it will be for
them to attract extra votes. In 2009, there were simply
too many social democratic parties on the electoral
“battleground.” Both the Left Party and, to an even
larger extent, the CDU/CSU had adopted some of the
concepts proposed originally by the Social
Democrats as, for instance, in the case of the
Elterngeld (parenting benefit), introduced by the
Minister of Family Affairs, Ursula von der Leyen
(CDU), in 2007. This made it even more difficult for
the SPD to argue why people should cast their ballots
for them.

Fourth, the strategic options to form a government
also affect the electoral success of a party. As far as
the SPD is concerned, they had ruled out very early
this year any government at the national level
including the Left Party, and their favored coalition
model composed of them, the Greens, and the FDP,
was categorically rejected by the latter party.
Therefore, the only realistic option was to continue the
Grand Coalition with the CDU/CSU—a government
quite disliked by the majority of Germans. The
CDU/CSU was in a much more comfortable situation
because they advocated a center-right coalition with
the FDP that seemed feasible and was welcomed by
the parties potentially involved. However, to the
surprise of many observers, the CSU primarily
attacked its prospective partner, the FDP, during the
electoral campaign. This was seen as an attempt of
the Bavarian Minister-President Horst Seehofer, who
is also the CSU party chairman, to reestablish the
former strength of his party in Bavaria. In 2008, it lost
its comfortable majority in the Bavarian Landtag and
was forced into a coalition with the FDP. Not very
surprisingly, voters did not understand why the CSU
advocated a coalition model at the national level that
they quite overtly disliked at the state level—and,
therefore, voters “punished” the CSU by withdrawing



further support and electing the FDP instead, so that
the gains of the Liberals in Bavaria even outnumbered
their gains at the national level (5.2 percentage points
compared to 4.7 percentage points).

Fifth and finally, the internal coherence of a party is a
very important factor for its electoral success. In
2009, the SPD could only superficially conceal the
internal tensions that were and still are shaking this
party. Be it social welfare policy or the privatization of
the railroad, be it pension policy or dealing with the
massive public debt, there are too many policies
where the Social Democrats do not speak with one
voice. And they have always been a party struggling
with divergent loyalties: On the one hand, there is the
party platform adopted by the national party confer-
ence, and on the other, there are the many practical
constraints that impede and complicate the imple-
mentation of several policy proposals contained in
the platform mentioned above. Whereas the
CDU/CSU deals with this situation in a very prag-
matic manner, the Social Democrats find it much
more difficult to decide between loyalty to their party
platform and loyalty to their Cabinet ministers who
usually place emphasis on the constraints and are
willing to accept suboptimal solutions rather than
none. To the voters, these internal disputes may be
somehow entertaining for a while, but in the long run
they would like to know which policy will be effectively
adopted should the party be in government.

As has been stressed above, the various factors for
the decline of the Volksparteien and, particularly, that
of the SPD in the last elections that have been
presented here are by no means comprehensive. No
word has been said about the top candidates nor
have the many policy proposals been scrutinized—
two variables that certainly exert a dominating influ-
ence on individual voting behavior. The approach
adopted here was rather meant as a stimulus for
further discussion, as some aspects presented above
tend to be neglected quite often.

4. The Consequences for the Political
System

The decline of the Volksparteien is a rather long-term
process that started back in the 1970s and has
certainly not yet come to an end with the 2009 elec-

tion. Both parties involved, the SPD and the
CDU/CSU, have tried their best and will continue to
do so to resist this trend, to slow it down, or to even
reverse it and regain their former strength and domi-
nant positions in the German party system. They may
be partially successful if they manage to avoid some
of the mistakes committed in the last election, such as
confusing the public with protracted internal debates
over too many issues at the same time. Nonetheless,
quite a few of the factors that caused the decline of
these parties cannot be deliberately altered. The very
fact that society has changed tremendously during
the last few decades cannot be modified or reversed
by the parties, nor can it simply be ignored. Therefore,
the decline of the Volksparteien will not be reversed
significantly in any foreseeable future, and Germans
will have to get used to a more fragmented and
diverse party system.

If so, some questions naturally arise: What are the
consequences for our political system? Do Germans
have to fear political instability? And is, in the end,
even democracy at stake as suggested by Henning
Scherf in the article cited at the beginning of this
essay?

To give a clear and brief answer: The effects of a
more fragmented party system on German politics
will be less fundamental than many observers expect
at the moment. The decay of the big parties will, of
course, impose new challenges for the formation of a
workable government. Coalition building is indeed
much easier if (only) Volksparteien are involved
because their programmatic openness facilitates
cooperation and a compromise on the government’s
agenda should not be something too hard to nego-
tiate. By contrast, the more parties, including second-
tier ones, that are necessary to form a government,
the more difficult it will be for them to reach
consensus. And coalition governments comprised of
a large number of parties or some parties that differ
on many substantive issues are prone to instability.

On the other hand, Germany‘s postwar democracy
has been well-known for its manifold consensual
patterns. This means that even in the past it required
the cooperation of more parties than just the ones
part of the present government at the national level to
actually run the country. Many bills can only be
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passed, for instance, with the consent of the
Bundesrat, which has often been dominated by the
minority parties in the Bundestag. And even without
the support of the Bundesrat, the opposition parties
at the national level have many options at their
disposal to influence the federal government. To name
but a few, the parliamentary minority can bring the
government to the Bundesverfassungsgericht
(Federal Constitutional Court) on different grounds or
they can set up parliamentary investigation commit-
tees to which the government has to report. And last
but not least, parties found on opposite sides in the
Bundestag quite often form a coalition government in
some of the Länder as, for instance, the CDU and the
Greens do in Hamburg at the moment. Thus, any
national government until now has been well-advised
not to aim for a fundamental conflict with the opposi-
tion parties. And the smaller parties have adjusted to
the consensual system, too. They know that there is
a great chance to influence politics if they cooperate
with other parties instead of merely blocking any initia-
tive of the parliamentary majority. Therefore, German
parties, at least the ones represented in the
Bundestag, are used to compromise, and this is no
longer an exclusive feature of the traditional
Volksparteien.

If the Volksparteien are primarily characterized by their
willingness to attract as many people as possible
regardless of their particular interests, social back-
ground, religion, and so forth, one can even say that
nowadays there are not only two of them but at least
five. The FDP, Greens, and Left Party are no longer
single-issue parties addressing only a clearly defined
part of the population. Despite some political rhetoric,
their supporters stem from all strata of society. Thus,
the decline of some Volksparteien leads to the rise of
others. This is certainly not an appealing perspective
for both the SPD and the CDU/CSU, but is not a
cause for concern from a democratic point of view.

NOTES

1 Henning scherf, “Die Volkspartei, ein Wert an sich,” Süddeutsche

Zeitung, 2 october 2009, 2.

2 “People’s parties without the people,” The Economist, 8 august 2009,

45.

3 If not stated otherwise, cDU and csU will be referred to as one party

(cDU/csU) below.

4 similar, but not identical, rules apply to both elections, and the second

vote is in any case the decisive one.

5 “alle lieben Platzeck,” Rundfunk Berlin-Brandenburg, 27 september

2009, <http://www.rbb-online.de/themen/dossiers/wahl/

wahljahr_2009/themen_und_analysen/Umfrage_infratest.html>.
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1. Introduction

When Angela Merkel became German chancellor in
late 2005, she was confronted by an economy that
had just suffered from a seemingly endless period of
stagnation. Until then, the economy had never really
recovered from the slump that ended the dot-com
bubble in 2001. In fact, unemployment rose to over
five million people in early 2005—a level not seen in
Germany since the early 1930s. 

However, led by its export-oriented industries, the
corporate sector did finally manage to benefit from
the strong upswing of the world economy. Helped by
labor market reforms (“Hartz IV”) enacted by the
previous government coalition, unemployment came
down again quickly, falling below three million people
in the fall of 2008. Tax revenues ballooned, enabling
Chancellor Merkel, a Christian Democrat, and her
finance minister, Peer Steinbrück, a Social Democrat,
to bring down annual budget deficits without cutting
expenditures. 

Thus, in its first years in office, Merkel’s first coalition
did not face serious economic challenges of the
magnitude its predecessors were burdened with.
Both internationally and domestically, “Ms. World”
herself instead spent many months focusing on
promoting (costly) policies to battle global warming.
The most talked about reform at home were new
welfare-state incentives for young fathers to  allow
them to take time off work to raise their children. 

Only when the financial crisis escalated with the
collapse of Lehman Brothers in September 2008 did
economic policies take center stage in Germany

again. They are set to remain there for the remainder
of Merkel’s second term. 

As will be discussed in this essay, the new coalition
will face three main challenges with regard to
economic policies. All three are closely linked. First,
the coalition will have to deal with an unusually high
degree of uncertainty. Second, it will need to be
prepared to act much more quickly than usually and
change course drastically, if necessary. And third, it
will be forced to cut expenditures dramatically. 

2. The Economic Situation in Late 2009

In the early years of this decade, Germany repeatedly
was labeled the “sick man of Europe.” At a quick
glance, this still holds true at the end of the decade.
In contrast to countries such as the U.S., the UK,
Ireland, Spain, or several eastern European countries,
in Germany real estate markets did not veer from the
fundamentals (unlike in the U.S. and Spain, for
example) in the second half of the decade; German
consumers also did not go on a debt-financed
spending spree. Nevertheless, Germany in a way
suffered even more from the recession than most of
its partners on both sides of the Atlantic. Economic
output in 2009 will be roughly 5 percent smaller than
in 2008, a decline that is larger than in most other
western countries, including the United States. The
reason for this is that the collapse the world economy
experienced in the winter of 2008/09 was mainly
driven by sharp declines of international trade. Those
declines were largest in markets in which the German
manufacturing sector specialized, such as sophisti-
cated machinery and other investment goods.
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However, with trade turning around again starting in
the spring of 2009, Germany was one of the very few
large countries in which economic activity began
picking up as early as in the second quarter of this
year. While in the past the German economy was a
late-comer in business-cycle upswings, this time
around it is among the leaders.

What is even more, in the year after Lehman
collapsed unemployment barely rose in Germany. On
a seasonally adjusted basis, it even declined in every
single month between July and October. To be sure,
this was also made possible by changes in the way
unemployment is calculated. Nevertheless, on the
labor market the picture is markedly better than in any
other industrialized country.

To sum up, Germany’s economy was in a better
shape than others before the crisis hit—and so far it
seems to come out in better shape, too. 

3. The Economic Outlook for 2010
through 2013

Germany’s economy is set to grow quickly in the
second half of 2009 and the first months of 2010.
Indicators published so far essentially guarantee
growth rates in fall and winter that are much higher
than what even optimists had hoped for in late spring.
In the third quarter of 2009, industrial production in
Germany shot up at an annual rate of roughly 14
percent. Exports rose even stronger, with an annual-
ized growth rate of 22 percent. In the near term, this
very positive development is set to continue. New
industrial orders climbed by an annualized rate of 35
percent in the third quarter, a rate of growth not seen
since the reunification of the country almost twenty
years ago. As the economists at Unicredit noted in
early November, German “companies virtually made
history in recent quarters.” 

What is far more uncertain, however, is the economic
outlook beyond the first quarter of 2010. Essentially
all leading economists predict the German economy
to continue to grow, albeit at a much slower pace. The
upswing is assumed to be sluggish but at the same
time supposed to remain intact. Under this scenario,
economic output would reach its level of early 2008
at some point in 2012 or 2013.

However, one of the lessons the financial crisis has
taught us is not to listen too closely at what economic
forecasters tell us. The consensus forecast for
economic growth will roughly be correct most of the
time in the foreseeable future—but will surely miss the
next turning point of the business cycle. To simply
extrapolate recent trends of economic development
into the future seems to be too big a temptation to
resist. 

In mid-August of 2008, Germany’s leading Sunday
paper Welt am Sonntag asked a panel of eight well-
known German economists to put a number on the
likelihood of a recession being imminent. The answer
was, on average, 20 percent. Certainly, those econ-
omists cannot be blamed for not having foreseen
Lehman Brothers collapsing. After all, nobody saw
that—and its consequences—coming. However, what
was obvious in August of 2008 was that the financial
crisis was far from over. In the months before, Bear
Stearns, Fannie Mae, and Freddie Mac had to be
rescued by the U.S. administration and the Federal
Reserve. It looked obvious that more calamities were
in the cards. What is more, we do know by now that
the German economy was already suffering from a
recession for several months by the time Welt am
Sonntag asked those experts back in August of 2008.

One might counter that there also were the likes of
Nouriel Roubini, economists who spent years warning
everyone who cared to listen that things would turn
nasty. Those pessimists certainly were proven right
eventually; however, most people in this group went
on missing the not too insignificant fact that economic
activity began stabilizing in the spring of 2009. In fact,
one well-known commentator kept forecasting a five
year depression as late as April of 2009. 

Therefore, while it is certainly still important to engage
in the business of economic forecasting, the audi-
ence should take its results with a grain of salt. It
would be better still if forecasters show at least a bit
of humility.

Instead, certainly, they are doing business as usual.
There has been a lot of debate in recent months about
whether the recovery would be V, W, or U-shaped.
However, all of these calls require an economist to
know what happens in the economy two, four, or even
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eight quarters from now. Given that we just learned
the economists do not even precisely know what
happened during the last quarter, one should deeply
mistrust anyone who pretends to be certain which
shape the economic development will display.

Actually, there is still a high degree of uncertainty
about what might happen in the German, and for that
matter, in the world economy for at least a couple of
years to come. 

4. A W-Shaped Recovery?

There is certainly a considerable upside risk that is not
reflected in the current economic consensus fore-
cast. Economists regularly tend to underestimate the
dynamic of upswings in capitalist economies. Thus,
the possibility that the recovery both in Germany and
the world economy as a whole will turn out to be
much more resilient than is currently believed is a
distinct one. 

However, politically much more important is the
possibility of a W-shaped recovery. That would mean
that the near-collapse of economies and the recent
signs of a recovery are followed by a renewed reces-
sion before things eventually turn back to normal. To
be sure, a W-shaped recovery is the exception, not
the rule. For it to become reality, a recovering but still
weak economy would have to be hit by an economic
shock such as a sudden rise in energy prices. While
an oil price shock does not seem to be a very large
risk, given the amount of slack in economies world-
wide, it still cannot be ruled out. 

Another shock could be manufactured by monetary
policymakers. Exhibit A for W-shaped recoveries are
the back-on-back recessions the United States
suffered in 1980 and 1982 when the Federal
Reserve, led by Paul Volcker, aborted a recovery by
driving interest rates sky-high in order to fight inflation.
Policymakers are believed to have learned this lesson.
However, after having provided markets with massive
and unprecedented amounts of liquidity starting in
August 2007 and thus having risked surging inflation
rates, central banks might be tempted to withdraw the
stimuli too early.

A third downside risk is a renewed escalation of the

financial crisis. Financial markets currently consider
the likelihood of that risk to be small. This, however,
proves little. After all, no one saw the Lehman collapse
coming. Just weeks before Lehman’s downfall
shocked financial markets, in Germany Deutsche
Bank finalized plans for the acquisition of Postbank;
Commerzbank decided to buy Dresdner Bank. Both
deals surely would not have been closed if top exec-
utives at Deutsche and Commerzbank had consid-
ered something like the Lehman disaster possible.
Financial institutions have proved to be far too
nontransparent for making it possible to decide when
exactly the likelihood of a renewed escalation of the
financial crisis has diminished so much that policy-
makers can safely neglect it when making decisions. 

Fourth, it remains unclear how much of a problem
difficulties to receive credit will become in the months
to come. Thus far, German banks’ credit extension in
this crisis seems to have been by and large in line with
economic activity. That is to say, credit volumes
roughly declined in a way that should be expected in
times in which an economic slump has caused corpo-
rate investment activity to collapse. On the other
hand, it is far less clear whether this will remain the
case. There seems to be at least a considerable like-
lihood that the economic recovery will be hit by a
credit crunch that is an aftermath not of the recession
but of the financial crisis.

All of these four risks are not specific to Germany:
Virtually all industrialized countries face them.
Germany, however, is threatened by a fifth danger: the
possibility of a dramatic surge of the unemployment
rate that is still to come. As mentioned above, the
unemployment rate rose only moderately in the first
half of 2009 and actually fell in the summer. It is widely
believed that German executives fear a shortage of
skilled employees so much that they would rather
suffer from a bigger than necessary fall of profits to
retain skilled workers throughout the crisis.

The federal government in Berlin has assisted compa-
nies in avoiding mass lay-offs by extending and
expanding a wage-subsidy program called Kurzarbeit
or short-term work. This program, while costing tax-
payers billions of dollars, does not fully compensate
those companies that participate in the program,
forcing them to pay part of the cost themselves. Thus,
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labor unit costs rose drastically; in the early fall they
were more than 20 percent higher in the German
manufacturing sector than a year before. If the recent
surge in new orders continues, this could turn out to
be a temporary problem. If, on the other hand, labor
unit costs remain at their elevated level, international
competitiveness of German companies might suffer
badly. In this case, the waves of mass lay-offs and the
drastic surge of unemployment rates that many other
countries experienced in recent months, would surely
also spill over to Germany. By hurting private
consumption, this could easily derail the still fragile
economic recovery. 

In others words: It may very well be that for the
recovery to continue at all, in the case of Germany it
needs to be a strong recovery. While Germany
belongs to the small group of countries that has
emerged from the recession first, it might very well be
the first, and possibly the only one that falls back into
a just another recession. A sustainable recovery might
be years off.

It is certainly impossible to attach a probability to the
downside risks mentioned above. Unemployment
forecasts for instance recently have been even more
unreliable than economic growth predictions. As late
as March 2009, some economists predicted unem-
ployment to surge to five million people by fall; instead
it remained below 3.5 million in October. 

What can be taken for granted, however, is that every
one of the risks is both serious and not far-fetched.
When Chancellor Merkel’s second term expires as
scheduled in the fall of 2013, the Great Recession
might be long behind Germany, having left little more
than deteriorated public finances. However, it also
may very well be that the second-term will be domi-
nated by just another multi-year period of economic
calamities.

5. Dealing with Uncertainty

German politicians take pride in staying calm while
economic storms gather; they tend to denounce
prompt government action that is often seen in the
United States as Aktivismus. In 2001, Chancellor
Gerhard Schröder kept denying that the country has
entered a recession until it was obvious to everyone;

it took him two more years to even seriously consider
the Hartz IV reform that later proved to be so decisive
in bringing unemployment down again. 

Similarly, Mr. Steinbrück famously labeled the finan-
cial crisis an American problem that would not affect
the German economy just days before Lehman
collapsed; in July of 2008, he also dismissed the idea
of having to prepare for the worst—just in case. And
Merkel kept denying that anything more than a mean-
ingless fiscal stimulus was needed as late as
November of 2008. 

After a significant stimulus was finally decided upon
in January 2009, politicians and bureaucrats still did
not display any sense of urgency. The
Abwrackprämie, the German precursor to America’s
cash-for-clunkers program, proved to be a timely and
surprisingly popular success. However, it took many
months before the planned public infrastructure initia-
tives began stimulating demand. Those initiatives are
worth €17 billion and are thus more than three times
as large as the Abwrackprämie. As late as October of
2009, however, they still did not have substantial
effects on public construction. In fact, economists
reckon that the bulk of the programs will help lift
economic activity in the fourth quarter of 2009 at the
earliest—two quarters after the recession officially
has ended. 

This slowness has not prevented Germany from
emerging from the recession earlier than others.
However, next time around the government will have
to be prepared to act much more quickly. A new
sudden shock would hit an economy that is much
weaker and therefore much more vulnerable than it
was in the summer of 2008. Therefore, policymakers
will have to watch economic development very
closely. It also would be wise for Wolfgang Schäuble,
the Christian Democrat now in charge of the finance
ministry, to do something that Steinbrück, his prede-
cessor, would not: to develop emergency plans which
would be set in place if a renewed recession is
considered to be around the corner.

6. The Fiscal Straightjacket

Given the uncertainty regarding economic develop-
ment, it would likely be smart politically if the new
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coalition refrains from promises it might not be able
to keep. The coalition, however, has inherited one
such promise from its predecessor. Earlier this year,
the Grand Coalition had decided upon a constitu-
tional amendment called Schuldenbremse. This
“public-debt brake” will come into force in 2016. By
then, the annual budget deficit will have to have
shrunken from €90 billion now to roughly €10 billion.

Being part of the constitution, this mandate cannot
and must not simply be ignored. This coalition and the
next will at least have to seriously try to reach the
target. That in turn means that governement expendi-
tures will have to shrink or at least grow significantly
slower than revenues. Assuming that governments
would attempt to reach the target at a steady pace,
the German public sector would subtract roughly .4
percentage points from overall economic growth in
each and every year from now until 2016. In other
words, the debt brake will also act as a brake for
economic growth in years to come.

What is more, the pace will not—and should not—be
steady. In order not to derail the still fragile recovery,
the government should be careful to not start consol-
idating public finances too soon. This in all likelihood
will mean that the current coalition will leave the
bigger and more painful part of the job to the next
government.

However, the coalition will still have to begin bringing
down the deficit as soon—and as much—as possible.
This is one more reason for watching the economy
closely and being prepared to act swiftly. 

The coalition’s options are limited. During the
economic upswing between 2005 and 2008, many
Germans felt left behind. That is largely because
disposable income barely rose: The Grand Coalition
did not adjust personal income tax brackets to infla-
tion. That meant that pay raises in many cases were
eaten up by additional income tax burdens. Moreover,
Merkel increased the value added tax by three
percentage points in January 2007—the biggest
single tax hike in the history of the Bundesrepublik. 

This made the promise of tax cuts increasingly
popular. Accordingly, the free-market Free Democrats
(FDP)—for whom tax cuts have been a central part of

their platform for years—came out of the federal elec-
tion in September stronger than ever before. The
CSU, the Bavarian wing of the Christian Democrats,
also promised tax cuts—as did the CDU itself, albeit
more vaguely. 

What is more, Chancellor Merkel has made a “read-
my-lips” statement after her reelection: She has prom-
ised not to increase any taxes during her second term,
meaning that any tax cuts forced through by the FDP
and the CSU probably will not be countered by hikes
of others taxes. It does not seem likely that the FDP,
the junior partner of the new coalition, will get all that
it wants, i.e., a tax cut that would be equivalent to at
least 1.5 percent of Germany’s gross domestic
product (GDP). More realistic would be a tax cut of
between .5 and 1 percent of GDP. Part of this tax cut
might finance itself through additional economic
growth. Assuming that this “Laffer effect” would
amount to half of the overall tax cut (a rather optimistic
assumption), the additional public deficit would
amount to between a quarter and a half percent of
GDP. 

Taken together, the Schuldenbremse and the tax cuts
will sooner or later require a cut in public spending in
a way unprecedented in recent German history.
Again, it would be unwise to start counteracting stim-
ulus measures by cutting public spending too soon.
However, as soon as the danger of a double dip
subsides, the coalition will have to engage in massive
expenditure cuts, thus afflicting hardship on large
parts of the electorate and slowing down economic
growth. Those cuts will likely make the coalition and
its chancellor deeply unpopular. And they will have to
be made at a time when the next federal election is
already looming. 

7. Is Angela Merkel Up to It?

For Angela Merkel, the first term was the easy part.
She benefited from an economic recovery that was
already under way when she came into office in 2005.
She also benefited from labor market reforms that her
predecessor pushed through, reforms that not only
more or less directly led to Mr. Schröder’s electoral
defeat in 2005 but also deeply alienated the Social
Democrat’s base from its leadership; the Social
Democratic Party is likely to be badly weakened for
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years to come.

Now comes the hard part for Merkel—there is no way
around it. But is she up to it?

The answer might very well be “no.” Merkel was
spared from making difficult, unpopular decisions in
her first term; she thus enters the second term being
basically untested. Chancellor Merkel in her first four
years also displayed a remarkable tendency to avoid
any sort of decision that might anger any meaningful
chunk of her potential political base. She was many
things—but not bold. 

This could mean that she will bequeath even bigger
challenges to the next coalition in 2013 than she had
left to herself now. Much more so than in the past,
avoiding hard decisions in the near future will mean
leaving even harder decisions for future policymakers. 

However, it does not have to be that way. First, it is
widely believed that deep in her heart, Merkel is an
advocate of lean government; she herself had
portrayed herself as such two years before coming
into office at the famous party convention in Leipzig.
Having changed coalition partners, substituting the
free market FDP for the Social Democrats, many
pundits consider the chancellor a released prisoner.
“Germany’s return to reform politics,” was the title of
an op-ed written by Allianz chief economist Michael
Heise, published in the Wall Street Journal on 1
October 2009.

Second, political analysts often fall prey to a mistake
that is widespread among economic forecasters, too:
extrapolating trends of the recent past into the future. 

When Bill Clinton was inaugurated the first time in
early 1993, there was little indication that this presi-
dent would end up signing the welfare reform and
bringing the federal budget back from the red.
Similarly, when Schröder came into office in 1998, he
started out by disappointing people who have hoped
for a new, progressive “Third Way.” Despite the rapid
demographic ageing of the German population, his
labor minister initially wanted to lower the official
retirement age from 65 years to 60. But eventually,
during the Grand Coalition’s term, it was one of
Schröder’s former chief lieutenants, Franz

Müntefering, who pushed through the decision to
actually raise the retirement age to 67. Also, Schröder
started out with burdening the German economy with
imposing even more labor market regulations on it.
Only much later he became the man who risked—and
finally lost—his job by enacting those famous Hartz
reforms.

Will Chancellor Merkel become a risk-taker, too?
Maybe so. However, the Koalitionsvertrag, the joint
platform she signed up to together with the party
leaders of the FDP and the CSU, is widely considered
a disappointment. Critics lament that bold reform
proposals are missing. What is clearly missing for
sure is a strong signal that the new coalition recog-
nizes just how tight its fiscal straightjacket is.

Angela Merkel’s defenders point to the fact that in
May of 2010 elections will be held in North Rhine-
Westphalia, Germany’s most populous state. The
state is currently governed by a coalition of CDU and
FDP. Losing this election would also mean that Merkel
would lose the majority she now can count on in the
upper chamber of the parliament, the Bundesrat.
Winning it would mean that Merkel was free to finally
become the Iron Lady she promised to be back in
2003 in Leipzig—or so her defenders say. It looks
like we will have to wait and see.
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1. Introduction

In general, federalism makes people happy and more
creative.1 However, as federalism often goes along
with joint decision-making and no clear division of
tasks between the different government tiers, there
are also dark sides of federalism.2 In Germany, fiscal
relations between the federation and the states
resemble a Gordian knot. State politicians face strong
incentives to finance public expenditures via debts
because they know that, in the end, there will be a
fiscal bailout.3 Incentives for their own activities and
effort hardly exist, fostering the rise of large public
deficits over the last decades. Existing rules to
prevent over-indebtedness of the federation or the
states have proved to be nothing but a paper tiger,
leaving the absence of fundamental reform of fiscal
relations a crucial omission. 

Still, the German public is not very aware of these
severe problems. In the election campaigns before
the federal elections on 27 September 2009 no party
discussed this topic seriously. From a political
economy point of view this was a reasonable strategy
as economic concerns in general did not play an
overwhelming role in the election. Although the
Western world has been facing the most severe
financial and economic crisis for the last decades,
only 19 percent of Germans considered the
economic situation as one of the most important
issues. For 56 percent, unemployment is the central
subject. However, this number declined from 85
percent in 2005, the year of the last federal elec-
tion.4 At first sight, this comes at a surprise. Despite
the worldwide crisis, unemployment sank from 12.3
percent at the beginning of 2005 to 8 percent in

September 2009, the lowest point being in
November 2008 with 7.1 percent. A drastic change
in unemployment subsidies as well as the good
economic situation between 2005 and 2008 caused
this decline. Instruments of the social market
economy like short-term working (Kurzarbeit) cush-
ioned the effects of the current crisis so that unem-
ployment has not risen as much as in other Western
democracies. 

For public economists this is a dangerous develop-
ment: there is a worldwide recession that has not
changed the economic living conditions of most
Germans substantially. On the one hand, this is an
excellent result of government policy and the social
market economy. One the other hand, it disguises
the accompanying problems in public finances. As
the federal system includes nontransparent fiscal
relations between the federation and the states
anyway, some billion euros more in public debt are
not really noticed. Over the last five years, two Federal
Reform Commissions (I and II) tried to disentangle
these (fiscal) relations, making policy decisions more
transparent and single politicians or governments
more responsible. In the area of fiscal relations the
responsible Reform Commission II only partly
succeeded in this disentangling. Its most important
result are new rules to limit federal and state indebt-
edness. However, as sanctions only play a negligible
role, the success of these new rules heavily depends
on public awareness, public control, and public
support. Boosting these has to be a major aim of the
newly elected government. 

This essay is organized as follows: The structure of
fiscal federalism in Germany is explained in chapter
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two. The third chapter describes and discusses the
results of the Federal Reform Commission II
(Föderalismuskommission II) as well as an alternative
strategy to overcome the fiscal problems which would
take into account incentives for politicians. Still open
economic and fiscal challenges are addressed in
chapter four. Furthermore, this chapter offers some
possible solutions to the remaining problems. In the
fifth section, the (potential) conflict between neces-
sary economic reforms and a tangled political system
is debated. Finally, the sixth section concludes and
provides an outlook on the economic policy of the
new government with special regard to the challenges
in fiscal federalism. 

2. Structure of Fiscal Federalism in
Germany

In contrast to the U.S., two-thirds of tax revenue is
shared between the federation, the states, and some-
times the local jurisdictions in Germany. The federal
level has no restrictions setting their own taxes, but
sub-national governments have rather little power
when it comes to designing taxes. The local jurisdic-
tions can raise some smaller taxes and can deter-
mine the tax rate for real estate tax and for business
tax. Thus, the states do not have any tax setting
autonomy.5 By voting in the Bundesrat (Upper
Chamber), however, the states do participate in tax
legislation. Additionally, the federation and the states
negotiate the distribution of tax revenue out of joint
taxes. In the end, the revenue system is so complex
that citizens do not know which government level is
responsible for their tax burden, making it almost
impossible for them to control their governments.

Up to now, rules concerning debt issue were far more
liberal. So far, the federation and the states face few
restrictions regarding debt issue. In the Basic Law
(Article 115) as well as in many state constitutions,
there is a formal requirement that a government’s net
borrowing shall not exceed its planned investment
expenditures (also called the ‘golden rule’). However,
this requirement is linked to standard economic
conditions, which immediately lessened the strictness
of the rule. There are several arguments for politicians
to raise debt to a sub-optimal level (e.g., opportunistic
or partisan behavior, divided governments).6

Therefore, the golden rule was not successful in

limiting indebtedness in Germany and, as a conse-
quence, was abolished by the Federal Reform
Commission II. With the European Monetary Union,
Germany faces additional restrictions for indebted-
ness. Still, the experience with deficit policies by the
EU showed that threatened EU sanctions were never
implemented against Germany. 

A sophisticated fiscal equalization system obliges
financially strong states to provide equalization
payments to financially weak states. Because aligning
states’ revenue is intended to create equal living
conditions for the entire population of Germany, it is
difficult to insert elements of competition—more
decentralization—that might lead to diverging provi-
sion of public goods among the states.7 Furthermore,
the federal government pays supplementary federal
grants (Bundesergänzungszuweisungen) to help
financially weak states meet general financial require-
ments.8 Finally, co-financing of tasks used to be quite
common. Consequently, there is no clear division of
political and financial responsibilities between the
different layers of government, as would be optimal to
control politicians. 

The goal of the Federal Reform Commission I was to
enhance the ability of both the federation and the
states to make decisions and to make the division of
political powers clearer. Therefore, in 2006, the first
Federal Reform Commission reduced the number of
federal laws requiring Bundesrat consent and some
rights have been transferred to the states. However,
overall the joint decision trap remains. This did not
come as a surprise since the Commission introduced
no mechanism to overcome the trap. And since finan-
cial relations were bracketed out of the first step of
the reform, joint decision-making in fiscal policy was
hardly reduced at all. 

Still, two reform elements have triggered financial
consequences. First, co-financing of tasks has been
widely abolished and the legislative competence of
the states has been increased.9 For example, the
federation and states ended their joint financing of
university infrastructure, which is now the sole
responsibility of the states. Second, the states can
decide on remuneration of their civil servants, and by
now all of them deviated from prevailing national pay
levels.
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The challenge of the Federal Reform Commission II
was to overcome the deadlock in the area of fiscal
reform. Many actors hesitated to touch this field
because the close fiscal links in Germany are to a
large extent based on the Bündische Prinzip (confed-
eration principle) and the demand for equal living
conditions, which have deep historical roots. To main-
tain this system, failed states like Bremen and
Saarland are bailed out rather than forced to balance
their budget or to merge with neighboring states. Still,
the commission managed at least to address the most
pressing problem, namely to stop further public
indebtedness.

3. Results of the Federal Reform
Commission II

In March 2007, the Grand Coalition established a
joint Commission on the Modernization of Federation-
States Fiscal Relations10 (Federal Reform
Commission II) to strengthen the regional and local
authorities and to ensure that they have the financial
resources necessary for them to carry out their duties.
The reform proposals in Commission II ranged from
the prevention and management of budgetary crises,
debt management and debt release, and a critical
review of tasks and standard-setting, to some tax
autonomy for the regions. They also covered the
reduction of red tape and the enhancement of effi-
ciency, through, among other things, the redistribution
of tasks in the public sector. Finally, the commission
was concerned with potential cooperation and
requirements for voluntary mergers between states.
However, out of all these debated topics only the
following results emerged leaving various problems
unsolved.

RESULT ONE: STABILITY COUNCIL TO PREVENT
SEVERE BUDGETARY CRISES 

In order to prevent severe budgetary crises the
commission agreed to form a stability council
(Stabilitätsrat). The council consists of representa-
tives of the federation and the states. Its main task is
to monitor the budgets of the federation and the
states and to execute restructuring measures. If
certain budgetary indicators point to an upcoming
crisis, the committee can demand budgetary restruc-
turing. However, there exist hardly any sanctions in

case the Land ignores these recommendations.
Proposals for an automatic income tax increase in the
specific Land have been dismissed although this
would have contributed to the fiscal balance, on the
one hand, and might—due to its visibility to the
taxpayer and voter—have deterred politicians from
producing ‘bad’ budgetary indicators, on the other
hand.

The introduced early-warning system increases trans-
parency because it will be based on widely-used
fiscal indicators. When voters can easily understand
difficult and technical budgetary problems, they may
pay more attention to them. As fiscal sanctions in
case of misbehavior in the whole do not exist, the
only chance to discipline politicians will be public
opinion. However, with the Finanzplanungsrat
(national fiscal planning committee with representa-
tives of the federation and the states), there already
exists a committee that could and should function like
an early-warning system. In past decades, its warn-
ings (when made) faded away unheard. 

RESULT TWO: DEBT BRAKE FOR FEDERATION AND
STATES 

The most important result of the Federal Reform
Commission II is the elimination of the ‘golden rule’ in
Article 115 of the Basic Law. Now, public deficits
and public investments are no longer linked to each
other. Following mostly the proposal of the Council of
Economic Advisers, the reform commission agreed to
introduce a debt brake similar to the Swiss model for
the federation and the states. In Switzerland, debt
brakes exist on a federal and cantonal level. Over the
business cycle, the federal level and most cantons are
obliged to balance their budgets and to reduce accu-
mulated debt. Expenditures have to be adjusted to
revenue that is smoothed over the business cycle.
‘Normal’ surpluses and deficits are booked in a sepa-
rate account and have to be balanced over several
years. Extraordinary revenue has to be used to pay
back debt. Extraordinary expenditures can only be
incurred if large political majorities in the parliaments
support them.11 In the style of the Swiss model, the
German debt brake is made of four components:
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Component One: Limitation of Structural Deficits

From the year 2016 onward the federal level is only
allowed to raise debt up to an amount of 0.35 percent
of nominal GDP (gross domestic product). The states
may not raise any structural debt at all from 2020
onward. 

Component Two: Deficits Alongside the Business
Cycle

Deficits are allowed to stabilize the business cycle. If
the business cycle is low, the federation and the
states may raise debt above the just mentioned limits.
In good times there must be a surplus in order to
delete the accumulated debts. 

Component Three: Exceptions in Case of
Catastrophes 

In case of a natural catastrophe or an extraordinary
emergency that lies beyond the control of the state,
additional debt may be raised to overcome the situa-
tion. However, this has to be connected with a plan
to repay the debt.

Component Four: Check Account 

A check account will control to what extent the real
deficit differs from the one that has been calculated
based on the business cycle. If the real one exceeds
the allowed one, the limits for a structural deficit
(component one) will be tighter. 

As with the stability council, basically no sanctions in
the case that rules are disregarded have been
passed. Only component four includes the automa-
tism that the limit to raise structural debt is lowered if
the check account is severely unbalanced. Thus, as
only the federation is allowed to raise structural debt
anyway, there is no sanction mechanism for the states
at all. However, sanctions would be necessary
because the emergence of high debt levels over the
past decades shows that rules to limit indebtedness
do not work without sanctions in Germany. The
Council of Economic Advisers12 recommended that
the concerned jurisdiction has to raise income tax if
the clearing account is not balanced. 

Unfortunately, this proposal has not been accepted by
the Reform Commission. 

In Switzerland, the debt brake functions without
having sanctions in case of violation of the rules as a
consequence of its high political and public support.
So increasing public awareness and public support
for a balanced budget might be a way to help the
German debt brake succeed. 

RESULT THREE: DEBT AID FOR HIGHLY INDEBTED
STATES

Closely linked to the prevention of budgetary crises
is the question of debt release for the states already
facing tight budget situations. The debt brake for the
states can only work if their budget share for debt
service is not too high. Therefore, five states (Berlin,
Bremen, Saarland, Saxony-Anhalt, and Schleswig-
Holstein) are eligible for consolidation aid from 2011
to 2019. In this period, they are obliged to balance
their budgets. In contrast to result one and two, there
are sanctions if the states do not follow the budgetary
restructuring paths. Then, consolidation aid will be
canceled for the relevant year. 

However, looking at the amounts of this debt aid it is
doubtful if the debt levels can be reduced in the
concerned states. Furthermore, debt aid is not paid in
the form of matching grants, where, for example, a
debt relief of €1 would have been granted if the Land
had paid off €1 of debt itself. Then states’ politicians
would have had higher incentives to balance budgets. 

RESULT FOUR: MORE EFFICIENCY IN TAX
COLLECTING

So far, mainly the states collect taxes. However, in
many cases tax revenue either goes to the federal
level or is divided between federation and states.
Thus, the states face incentives for not collecting
taxes properly. In order to lower this inefficiency some
competences in the field of tax collection have been
shifted to the federation. However, the Commission
refused to fully centralize tax collection.
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AN ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION: INSOLVENCY RIGHT
FOR THE STATES 

In the debate in and around the Federal Reform
Commission II many economists put forward a
proposal to limit indebtedness that would have been
market oriented instead of rule based. They proposed
an insolvency right for the states closely linked to
municipality bankruptcy codified in chapter 9 of the
U.S. bankruptcy code. At the moment, the states
cannot go bankrupt. When they cannot afford to serve
their debt, they are bailed out by the federal govern-
ment. If such a bailout was ruled out, the states would
be responsible for paying back their debt on their
own. This would not prevent politicians from raising
debt. However, capital providers would be more
cautious about lending money to the states because
they would know that they risk losing parts of their
capital should the states be unable to meet the debt.
If the budgetary situation of a Land deteriorated, the
capital market would demand higher interest rates
until, ultimately, the market would entirely restrict
indebtedness.13 If the market failed and indebted-
ness of one Land became too high, i.e., debt service
could not be afforded any more, the Landwould have
the right to go bankrupt. As a consequence, lenders
would have to forego some of their money, thereby
contributing to budget restructuring. 

The United States, Canada, Switzerland, and the
Czech Republic are just a few examples of Western
democracies where there is no bailout of the lower
level(s) of government and where, consequently,
financial markets limit debt issue quite successfully. In
the United States, for example, the U.S. bankruptcy
code has been in power for more than seventy years.
In case of a market failure (when despite the interest
mechanism, too much money has been lent to the
municipality) it allows municipality bankruptcy
following very strict rules. This procedure mainly
protects the citizens and puts parts of the financial
burden on the creditors. Its biggest success is the
fact that chapter 9 of the U.S. bankruptcy code has
hardly ever been used. Financial markets have been
successful in restricting indebtedness before a budg-
etary situation arose where debt could no longer be
served.14

From an economic point of view, ending the potential

for federal bailouts and introducing an insolvency right
for the states would be optimal. Incentives for politi-
cians (who always want to raise debt) and creditors
(who want their money back) would be taken into
account and instead of complicated and error-prone
rules, financial markets would restrict debt issue.
However, as this proposal would have caused the
most fundamental reforms of the fiscal system, the
Commission could not agree on it.

4. Remaining Fiscal Challenges 

Although the Federal Reform Commission II
succeeded in codifying new rules to limit indebted-
ness and to prevent budgetary crises, many reform
necessities are still on the agenda. This chapter
concentrates on the open questions in the field of
fiscal federalism. However, reforms in other economic
fields are pressing, too. Very challenging for the
federal structure of Germany, for example, is the
demographic development that not only puts great
pressure on social security systems but also
produces very sparsely inhabited areas, particularly in
eastern Germany. The latter might be well known to
Americans, thus, Germans are used to having a lot of
public infrastructure nearby which will not be possible
in these parts of the country.

Now, let me present the most important fiscal chal-
lenges that have to be addressed in the near future. 

CHALLENGE ONE: POOR INCENTIVES IN THE
CURRENT FISCAL EQUALIZATION SYSTEM

The aim of the fiscal equalization scheme is to
equalize the financial capacities per inhabitant among
the states. One result is a weak correlation between
state economic performance and per capita state
revenues after equalization has taken place. From an
additional €1 tax revenue, the Land may only keep
around €0.10. Consequently, the states have few
incentives to raise their growth rate and/or collect
more taxes.15 As income tax revenue is shared
between the federation and the states, the states’
behavior generates a fiscal externality. If the states do
not put adequate effort into raising economic growth
rates or collecting taxes, not only their own but also
the tax revenue of the federal level will be lower than
it could be. This negative externality is not taken into
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account by the states. So, the fiscal equalization
scheme requires fundamental reforms to stop gener-
ating this poor economic incentive.

CHALLENGE TWO: LACKING FISCAL FLEXIBILITY
ON THE REVENUE SIDE OF THE STATES

So far, fiscal autonomy of German states has meant
autonomy on the spending side and on debt issue,
but not on taxes. Now, after the debt brake has been
introduced, the states cannot react to sudden
spending needs with new debts. Consequently, they
have to get either more flexibility on the spending side
(e.g., diverge from spending obligations) or certain tax
autonomy. Thus, the latter may have unclear results.
Theories of tax competition tell us that vertical tax
competition produces tax rates that are inefficiently
high. Here, vertical tax competition means that feder-
ation and states tax the same tax base, as is common
with several taxes in the United States. In contrast,
horizontal tax competition between states results in a
tax rate that is inefficiently low.16 Empirical results on
which effect dominates differ.

With tax autonomy regional jurisdictions can better
meet the preferences for public goods of the local
population. Responsibility for fiscal decisions would
be more transparent and, therefore, fiscal policy could
be more easily controlled by the electorate.17

Moreover, tax autonomy increases the incentives for
politicians to pursue a solid fiscal policy, as they
would have to justify an unpopular tax increase to
balance the budget. 

Otherwise, regional tax autonomy is contradictory to
the aim of tax harmonization at the European level.
Furthermore, additional states’ revenue from
autonomous tax setting has to be integrated into the
fiscal equalization scheme. Thus, during its validity
period until 2019, introducing tax autonomy for the
states will be extremely difficult. Finally, the starting
revenue positions between the eastern and the
western German states vary widely. Therefore, tax
autonomy could result in diverging provision of public
goods contradicting the aim of having ‘equal living
conditions’ throughout Germany.18

Major changes in the present system—with basically
no tax autonomy for the states—are unlikely because

the idea of ‘solidarity’ between the states is highly
developed in Germany. Therefore, the only instrument
of tax competition seriously discussed is a regional
supplemental rate on national income taxes. This
instrument only allows small differences in overall tax
burdens. Hence, it seems to be suitable for strength-
ening the fiscal autonomy of the states without
causing significant differences in the provision of
public goods among them. However, only if additional
revenue was not skimmed-off in the equalization
scheme might politicians have an incentive to raise
additional taxes to finance state-specific projects.

CHALLENGE THREE: INFLEXIBLE EXPENDITURES
OF THE STATES

Apart from more tax autonomy, the limit on states’
indebtedness should be accompanied by more
autonomy on the spending side. One option to
enhance fiscal flexibility on the spending side would
be to permit deviating from federal standards. A wide-
spread argument is that a large majority of states’
expenditures are in one way or the other predeter-
mined by federal laws. Although often mentioned in
the political debate, no empirical study has ever
proven this argument. Indeed, a recent detailed study
reaches an opposite result. Seitz analyses the
different expenditure categories of the states with
regard to their fixing through federal law and the influ-
ence of EU legislation.19 He shows that even if the
influence of EU legislation and mixed programs of the
federation and the states are considered, no more
than 21 percent of states’ expenditures are predeter-
mined. 

This budget share is not as high as many people in the
public debate claim. It could be further reduced by
either transferring tasks from the federation to the
states (as has been partly done in the Fiscal Reform
Commission I) or by making standards more flexible.
The latter could, for example, include varying social
benefit payments.

CHALLENGE FOUR: TOO MANY STATES

From a fiscal point of view, there are too many states,
especially small ones. The small states receive addi-
tional grants to maintain their independence. Fiscally
speaking, this is a waste of taxpayers’ money.
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Additionally, the more states there are, the more the
interregional spillovers limit political decision-making.
In order to make a merger between a city-state and
another state (Berlin and Brandenburg, for example)
attractive, there has to be a fiscal compensation for
these two states because a merged state would
receive fewer transfers from the equalization scheme
than two separate ones. 

Moreover, small states are overrepresented in the
Bundesrat. This overrepresentation has to be abol-
ished before and despite the mergers taking place in
order to avoid a loss in political influence due to a
merger. Finally, one could also envision a ‘wedding
gift’ to celebrate the ‘marriage’ of the two states, in
which the federation rewards the merging states with
additional money to be used to reduce debt. In the
economic community, the necessity to merge and the
inevitable requirements are undisputed. Thus, a
merger between states is a highly political subject
and, therefore, this topic has vanished from the orig-
inal agenda of the Federal Reform Commission II. 

5. The Conflict between Economic
Necessities and Political Institutions

Most economic reforms, but definitely all in the field
of fiscal federalism, require a broad political consent
in both chambers. Thus, the political actors vary
widely in their interests. The recent discussion in the
Federal Reform Commission II provides a good
example of the complicated institutional setting in
German federalism. There were no clear party lines.
In some debates, the federation argued against the
states, in others eastern states fought against western
ones or rich against poor ones. In the states, CDU
positions differed only to a lesser extent from SPD
ones, but both of them might have well differed from
the federal positions of these parties.20

The most pressing fiscal problem was the prevention
of severe budgetary crises, which came along with a
limitation of debt issue. As the federation and the rich
states would have to contribute to a bailout if one
Land faces a severe budgetary crisis, they had a
much stronger incentive to change fiscal rules.
Consequently, they used all their bargaining power to
push limitation of debt issue. Meanwhile, the poor
states only had a weak interest in agreeing to a debt

limit at state level. However, they had nothing against
limiting debt issue for the federal level. Most of them
still need to issue further debt to pay off the old ones
and are not sure if they can draw up a balanced
budget before 2020. Their politicians do not want to
significantly lower per capita public spending instead
because they fear being voted out. Moreover, they
know that they will be bailed out in case of over-
indebtedness.

Since for most reforms a two-thirds majority in both
federal chambers is needed, the rich states depended
on the votes of at least some poor states, and these
votes did not come free. Their price consisted of two
parts. The most obvious way to buy those votes was
giving financial aid for budget consolidation to the
poor states and, thus, aligning starting conditions
within the new rules. A less obvious part of the price
was that the approved debt limitations are rather
weak. It is way open if and how the new rules will be
implemented in the states and if indebtedness of
public budgets can be successfully limited in the
future. 

Diverging interests between rich and poor states
continue to exist on tax autonomy and—to a lesser
extent—on flexible standards. The rich states as well
as the CDU-governed states favor more tax autonomy
as a natural consequence from debt limits causing
budget restrictions. However, as the poor states fear
losing in this tax competition, tax autonomy can—if at
all—only be introduced on a very small level. The same
arguments hold for flexible standard setting.

6. Conclusion, Outlook, and Plans of the
New Government

Since the Second World War, German federalism
with its checks and balances guaranteed stable
governments and relative equal living conditions
throughout the country. This might not be the only
reason why federalism makes people happy. Thus,
although federal structures in Germany are far from
being welfare maximizing, this should be kept in mind
when criticizing the system. 

Despite its indisputable merits, German federalism
has been increasingly caught in a joint decision trap
over the past decades. This triggered many
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dangerous incentives for politicians and, as a conse-
quence, caused large public deficits. In 2006 the first
Federal Reform Commission had made some
cautious steps toward disentangling political respon-
sibilities and marginally strengthening budgetary
autonomy of the states. Three years later, the Federal
Reform Commission II addressed the topic of fiscal
federalism in more detail and passed a law codifying
the introduction of a stability council to prevent severe
budgetary crises, new debt limits, and consolidation
aid for highly indebted states as well as proposals to
raise efficiency in tax collection. However, it abstained
from addressing other pressing issues. The core part
of the reform is the debt brake which is similar to the
Swiss one. The brake does not eliminate the incen-
tives for politicians to raise debt. Thus, the Swiss
population highly supports their new rules and even
puts pressure on politicians to extend them. So far,
the German population is not aware of the danger of
potential over indebtedness of jurisdictions.
Furthermore, the German Länder have not imple-
mented the new rules in state laws, leaving open how
strict the rules will look like and how easily they can
be circumvented. Therefore, it is completely open
whether the debt brake will be successful. 

Additionally, the Federal Reform Commission II left
many problems unaddressed so that several fiscal
challenges remain. After the reform, states’ debt issue
is limited but states’ budgets do not have the neces-
sary flexibility to react to regional needs. This flexibility
can be introduced by either a tax setting autonomy or
more flexibility on the expenditure side including devi-
ations from national spending standards. A first step
in this direction was already taken by the first
Commission: the remuneration of civil servants, but
that is not enough. As long as each additional euro of
revenue is almost totally skimmed-off via the equal-
ization system the incentive not to raise taxes will not
be reduced. Furthermore, territorial reorganization of
the states has not been addressed at all by the
Federal Reform Commission II. Thus, provisions that
ease voluntary mergers between states are still due
to come. The important and necessary discussion of
these themes has been postponed because political
actors had too diverging interests. 

Unfortunately, the new government neither mentions
the subject of federalism at all nor addresses one of

the above mentioned remaining fiscal challenges in its
coalition agreement. Throughout the legislative
period, current incentives within the fiscal equalization
system will cause further pressure on federal arrange-
ments.

Finally, even if the federal and the state governments
agree to strictly interpret the new debt rules, these
rules might not work perfectly from the word ‘go.’
Particularly the allowed deficits alongside the busi-
ness cycle are not easy to calculate. The Swiss debt
brake, for example, also had to be adjusted soon after
its implementation. Thus, debt rules, fiscal equaliza-
tion, and fiscal federal arrangements will remain on
the agenda for sure, even if the new government has
not yet realized this. 
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The date was 25 September 2009. The place was
Pariser Platz in the heart of Berlin. The final campaign
rally of the Social Democrats was well underway. The
SPD’s chancellor candidate, then foreign minister
Frank-Walter Steinmeier, was expected to arrive at
any moment. Pulsating rock music filled the square.
The tune sounded so familiar and then I recognized it:
the tried-and-true American rock classic, AC/DC’s
Highway to Hell. As I then processed the lyrics I was
humming along to, I had to laugh and wonder what
advance person had settled on that selection. The
tune, it turned out, proved to be prophetic, as the
SPD suffered a bitter defeat at the polls two days
later. Angela Merkel was not only reelected as chan-
cellor, but she became the first chancellor to head a
different governing coalition in her second term—the
coalition of CDU/CSU/FDP, her preferred coalition,
which German voters had denied her four years
earlier. 

The implications of Germany’s election outcome for
the United States are the subject of this essay. The
outcome presents real opportunity for the German-
American relationship, but that opportunity will be
bounded by the harsh realities of the challenges both
countries face in 2009 and beyond. 

1. Opportunity Knocks:  The Promise of
the Obama/Merkel Duo

Germans love Barack Obama. This was evident even
before his election, when 200,000 gathered in Berlin
to experience Candidate Obama in person. Obama’s
tremendous popularity was captured by the annual
Transatlantic Trends survey.1 Each year Germans
are asked whether they approve or disapprove of the

way the President of the United States is handling
international policies. In 2008, when they were asked
about George W. Bush, 12 percent of German
respondents said they approved. This year, 92
percent of Germans registered their approval for
Barack Obama’s handling of international policies.
This phenomenal 80 percentage point change
demonstrated the German public’s great confidence
in President Obama.

This warm European embrace has been reciprocated
by President Obama. One example is his multiple
trips to Europe in his first months in office. His first
overseas trip in early April was to Europe and
included stops in the United Kingdom, France,
Germany, and the Czech Republic. In June, President
Obama returned to Germany to visit the Buchenwald
concentration camp. Following Merkel’s reelection,
Nancy Pelosi, the Speaker of the House of
Representatives, invited her to address a Joint
Session of Congress, an honor extended only to an
exclusive group of leaders, on 3 November 2009.

Chancellor Merkel’s new coalition partner, the Free
Democrats, have called for a more active role in
transatlantic relations. The FDP’s Guido Westerwelle
is now foreign minister, though his views on foreign
policy are little known. That said, the weekend
following the election, Werner Hoyer and Margerita
Mathiopoulos, two of the FDP’s leading foreign policy
thinkers, published an article in Spiegel Online saying
that Germany needs to finally accept the offers of
President Obama for more dialogue and stronger
cooperation:

Therefore it is important to make up for what the old

U.S. EXPECTATIONS OF GERMANY AFTER THE
ELECTION                                    

A HIGHWAY TO HELL OR A STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN?

KAREN DONFRIED
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government failed to do, namely in close solidarity
with our transatlantic partners to think together glob-
ally and, when possible, to act together. The political
change in the United States offers us this possibly
unique opportunity. It is a question of political lead-
ership, whether we use it.2

Hoyer was named as one of two State Ministers in the
Foreign Ministry and most Germans view him as the
equivalent of Deputy Secretary of State. His expertise
and grasp of the issues will likely lead the new foreign
minister to rely heavily on him, thus giving the views
Hoyer expressed in Spiegel Online particular weight.

The CDU and CSU are, of course, also parties that
have always sought to cooperate closely with the
United States. For example, one of the incoming key
players, the new defense minister, is the CSU’s Karl-
Theodor zu Guttenberg, who had served as
economics minister in the final months of the Grand
Coalition, is a committed transatlanticist. A Member
of the German Parliament since 2002, he focused on
foreign and defense issues and, by all accounts, he
very much wanted the post of defense minister, which
is not typically sought after in Germany. Throughout
his political career, he has put impressive effort,
including regular visits to Washington, into building
strong relationships with his counterparts in the
United States. 

It remains to be seen to what extent foreign and secu-
rity policy will change under this new coalition. The
moment of opportunity, however, is clearly present
for a deepening of the German-American partner-
ship.

2. Challenges Loom:  The Reality of
Afghanistan

This moment of opportunity for Berlin and
Washington will be tested by the many global chal-
lenges demanding immediate attention. At the top of
the list is Afghanistan. In September 2009, Germany
had close to 4,500 troops deployed in Afghanistan as
part of NATO’s International Security Assistance
Force (ISAF). On the one hand, this substantial troop
commitment—Germany is the third largest contributor
to ISAF after the United States and the United
Kingdom—is applauded and welcomed within the

Alliance. On the other hand, Germany has faced crit-
icism because its troops deploy with significant
caveats and limitations and are based in the relatively
more stable north where they have been shielded
from heavy fighting. 

German policymakers, for their part, are proud of this
deployment. It was only in March 1999 that German
troops participated in their first combat mission since
the end of World War II. This debut of sorts came
when German pilots flew four Tornado jets in the first
sortie of NATO aircraft bombing Serbia in response
to the crisis in Kosovo. The decision to deploy troops
to Afghanistan in the fall of 2001 represented the
German Parliament’s approval for the first deploy-
ment of German troops beyond Europe in a combat
role since 1945. This was a big step indeed.

Germans have not been shy about criticizing U.S.
military engagement in Afghanistan. In particular, they
have argued that far more attention needs to be paid
to limiting civilian casualties. In an ironic and tragic
twist of fate, the Germans proved to be the ones—in
the run-up to their own election—that brought about
civilian deaths. On 4 September, a German Colonel,
Georg Klein, called in airstrikes to hit two hijacked fuel
tankers that had become stuck in a muddy riverbed in
northern Afghanistan. Unbeknownst to Colonel Klein,
civilians were busy siphoning fuel from the tankers
when the airstrikes hit and caused a huge explosion.
In late October, a confidential NATO report reportedly
exonerated Colonel Klein, but stated that it was
impossible to verify if any Afghan civilians had been
killed; local leaders were quoted in the report as
putting the number of dead civilians at between thirty
and forty.3

The immediate fall-out in Germany of the 4
September events was an increase of four
percentage points for Die Linke, the only party in the
German political landscape that had been
campaigning on a platform of immediate withdrawal
(Raus aus Afghanistan). But, despite this, no
substantial backlash against the war materialized.
Chancellor Merkel and her rival in the election, then
foreign minister Steinmeier, gave full-throated
defenses of the Afghanistan mission in the
Bundestag, and the issue quickly faded from the
public debate. Strikingly, this was the first time that



the chancellor had offered such a public defense of
and rationale for the Afghanistan mission. She under-
scored that it was not the right moment to withdraw
and rather that Germany’s focus needed to be on
training Afghan forces—army and police—to take over
the job of providing security and stability for their own
country.4

Much suggests that the new government of
CDU/CSU/FDP will represent foreign policy conti-
nuity. All the parties in the governing coalition support
the Afghanistan deployment. On the one hand, polls
show a majority of the public want to exit Afghanistan.
For example, Transatlantic Trends included a question
that read as follows:  “As you may know, Germany
currently has troops stationed in Afghanistan. In your
view, should Germany increase the number of troops
in Afghanistan, keep its troops at its current level,
reduce the number of its troops or should it withdraw
all troops from Afghanistan?”  A majority of 57 percent
wanted to reduce or withdraw troops. On the other
hand, the issue is not a high priority. In an ARD-
Deutschland TREND survey, conducted by infratest
dimap on 8-9 September 2009 following the
airstrikes debacle, Germans were asked what role
the Bundeswehr deployment in Afghanistan would
play in their election decision; 58 percent responded
that it was not an important topic, 36 percent said it
was an important topic, and 4 percent maintained it
was the decisive topic.5 That reality likely gives the
government a certain amount of latitude to either
continue current policy or potentially to do modestly
more.

Shortly after the election, a report was circulating that
Germany was considering increasing the troop level
to 7,000.6 The mandate under which the German
army (Bundeswehr) operates in Afghanistan is annual
and must be renewed in December 2009. On that
occasion, the German Parliament, according to
recent reports, is most likely to do a straight continu-
ation of the mission at current levels (including a
4,500 troop ceiling). The German government would
then revisit and potentially increase its commitment
after the international conference on Afghanistan that
Chancellor Merkel, together with British Prime
Minister Gordon Brown and French President Nicolas
Sarkozy, proposed in early September. That confer-
ence is likely to take place early in 2010 and is aimed

at setting targets for transferring security responsibil-
ities to the Afghan army and police.7

If Germany were to increase its commitment to
Afghanistan, it is not at all clear that that would mean
sending additional combat troops. Germans were
asked in the Transatlantic Trends survey about
whether they were open to stepping up their civilian
or military contribution:  “As you may know, President
Barack Obama has asked European countries to
increase their contribution in the effort to stabilize
Afghanistan. Would you approve or disapprove of the
following:  Increasing Germany’s civilian contribution
to support Afghanistan’s economic reconstruction or
increasing combat troops in Afghanistan?”  In
response, 55 percent of Germans supported a larger
contribution for economic reconstruction; only 13
percent approved of sending more combat troops.

It is, of course, difficult to judge whether and in what
way Germany could or would seek to increase its
engagement in Afghanistan. There are good argu-
ments in favor of foreign policy continuity and even a
stepped-up German effort in Afghanistan. That said,
it is worth considering what has changed in the post-
election landscape that could lead to a different
outcome.

Most important to consider is the fact that the Social
Democrats suffered such a bitter loss. The SPD has
been in government for the last eleven years. In the
German context, Afghanistan is Gerhard Schröder’s
war. Then Chancellor Schröder, at the head of a red-
green (SPD/Green) coalition, was the one who led
the country into Afghanistan in the wake of the attacks
of 9/11. The SPD with Frank-Walter Steinmeier as
foreign minister and as the smaller coalition partner to
the CDU continued to support the mission during the
Grand Coalition. But the SPD is now in opposition.
An SPD in opposition could lead to a different foreign
policy constellation.

The election was a disaster for the SPD. There was
no silver lining. The Social Democrats lost 11.2
percentage points, dropping to 23 percent from the
34.2 percent they received in 2005. The SPD has not
suffered a worse result since 1949. Moreover, since
1998, support for the Social Democratic Party has
been cut in half.8 Just over two million SPD voters
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stayed home and over 1.1 million voted for the Die
Linke.9

Die Linke gained 3.2 percentage points to garner
11.9 percent of the vote, more than the Greens, as
Die Linke had done for the first time in 2005. These
data points lead one to speculate that the SPD will
likely move to the left to try to bring voters it has lost
to Die Linke back into the fold and put an end to the
splintering of the Left that began with the establish-
ment of the Greens in the 1980s.

For the present, Frank-Walter Steinmeier is the guar-
antor of continuity. He was elected head of the party
group (Fraktion) in the Bundestag with 98 percent of
the vote, but that seemingly strong consensus within
the SPD belies real disagreements within the party
about how it should position itself in the current polit-
ical landscape. The former environment minister,
Sigmar Gabriel, is expected to be elected party leader
in November. Two other key figures in the party lead-
ership are Andrea Nahles and Klaus Wowereit, seen
as exemplars of the party’s left wing.

When the Afghanistan mandate comes up for renewal
in December and at least until the election in the most
populous German state of North Rhine-Westphalia
next May, Steinmeier will likely ensure foreign policy
continuity. Given his past role, Steinmeier is expected
to be a strong and critical voice calling for the SPD
to stay united behind the Afghanistan mission. SPD
support will be important to the governing coalition
not for practical reasons—the CDU/CSU/FDP
governing coalition has a comfortable majority in the
Bundestag—but because the government will want a
broad, cross-party consensus in support of a policy
which the public has not embraced. 

As an architect of Afghanistan policy, Steinmeier
cannot change his long-standing position now. Any
reversal on his part would give his political opponents
yet another example of what they see as SPD “flip-
flopping” on key issues. However, the SPD may well,
over the coming year, migrate to a different position
on Afghanistan that would allow it to play the peace
card. Positioning itself differently on this question of
war and peace may be a key step in re-securing its
left wing. 

There are multiple reasons that explain why Germans,
for the most part, do not support the Afghanistan
mission. Many question the rationale for Germany’s
engagement. The former defense minister in Gerhard
Schröder’s cabinet, Peter Struck, used to say that
Germany’s defense begins at the Hindu Kush, but
the harsh reality is that very few Germans believed
him. Many Germans saw their involvement as an act
of solidarity toward the United States following the
attacks of 9/11. And further, Germans, like most of us,
want to support a mission only if they think it can
succeed. On Afghanistan, pessimism prevails.
According to the Transatlantic Trends survey, only 23
percent of Germans are optimistic about stabilizing
the situation in Afghanistan, as compared to 56
percent of Americans. The challenge for the new
governing team will be to convince Germans that the
Afghanistan mission is indeed in Germany’s national
interest. Unless the new team can accomplish that, it
is difficult to see how this engagement can be
sustained over time.

3. German-American Relations:  The
Nature of Change

The deep unpopularity of George W. Bush in Europe
led many to see the upset in transatlantic relations as
the result of a particular leader sitting in the White
House at a particular time. Germany and Europe
seemed to just be waiting out his time in office. When
Barack Obama challenged John McCain to be Bush’s
successor and won, Germans went from bemoaning
the tenure of a U.S. president who simply could not
connect to Europe to heralding a president who was
seen almost as an honorary European. The analysis of
the transatlantic relationship during these years put
most of the problems in the relationship at the feet of
George Bush. Whether the issue was Guantanamo
or the Iraq War, George Bush was deemed ultimately
responsible for policies the Europeans despised. The
feeling was that this was a cyclical change in transat-
lantic relations. When George Bush left the White
House, relations between Europe and the United
States would return to warmth and close partnership.

Initially, this expectation was fulfilled. Europeans were
over the moon about the new U.S. president. And
Barack Obama returned the embrace. But what has
become clear in these first several months is that the
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tensions across the Atlantic have not wholly dissi-
pated. George W. Bush was not the only problem in
transatlantic relations. There are also fundamental
structural changes that resulted from the end of the
Cold War and the attacks of 9/11 and those events
have had differing effects on how Americans and
Germans see the world.

The shared focus and priority of the German-
American relationship during the Cold War was the
defense of Europe from the Soviet Union. Europe was
at the core of U.S. foreign policy and Germany was
at the core of Europe.

In 2009, Europe is largely whole, free, and at peace,
with the Balkans and wider Europe as exceptions.
The challenge for the transatlantic relationship is
whether Europe and the United States can work
effectively beyond Europe. The reality is that, during
the Cold War, Americans and Europeans never
agreed on how to engage rising powers like China
and India, or how to achieve Middle East peace, but
those issues were not at the center of our relationship.
Today they are.

Obama’s style, his preference for multilateralism, his
belief in engagement rather than isolation, are all good
in European eyes, but they do not solve or at least
have not yet solved the underlying, tough issues,
whether Afghanistan, Iran, climate, or Guantanamo.
And Obama needs Germans not just to like him, but
to help him with concrete policy initiatives. Nothing is
higher on President Obama’s list of foreign policy
priorities than Afghanistan.

9 November 2009 marks the twentieth anniversary of
the fall of the Berlin Wall. The resulting unification of
Germany was a triumph of transatlantic cooperation
and commitment. Germany was then governed by a
CDU/CSU/FDP coalition. If we remember that time
and what we, Americans and Germans, achieved
together, it bodes well for what we can accomplish
together today. That said, we should not underesti-
mate the structural changes in the German-American
relationship over the last twenty years and the global
challenges both countries now face and which each
country views through its own unique lens, a lens
shaped by history, geography, economics, experi-
ence, and politics. On 31 October 2009, Chancellor

Merkel made a short video discussing her upcoming
trip to the United States. She concluded by saying
how much she was looking forward to the trip,
because even though it would be short, it was a trip
to see “true friends.”10 That is certainly a solid and
encouraging basis for the relationship. Let’s hope the
theme song for today’s German-American relation-
ship is Led Zepplin’s Stairway to Heaven.
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survey can be found at the following website:  www.infratest-dimap.de.
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8 according to infratest dimap, 20.2 million germans voted for the sPD
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